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MARTIN KOHLRAUSCH / KATRIN STEFFEN / STEFAN WIEDERKEHR

EXPERT CULTURES IN CENTRAL EASTERN EUROPE

THE INTERNATIONALIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE AND THE

TRANSFORMATION OF NATION STATES SINCE

WORLD WAR I – INTRODUCTION*

With good reason, the twentieth century can be described as the century of
the expert. With the breakthrough of science and technology, those who
commanded the latest knowledge gained in importance and societal stand-
ing. After all, the knowledge of experts was part and parcel of the secular
process that has been described as the ascent of territoriality.1 This process
was strongly connected – though, of course, not limited – to state activity
in ever more areas of life, which created ever more fields of activity for
specially trained experts and in many ways created completely new fields
of knowledge and expertise.2 However, often for the same reasons that
brought them into new bargaining positions in the first place, experts were
controlled, forced or persecuted in the long twentieth century. The great
caesurae of this century, in particular the two world wars, reconfigured
established fields of expertise while at the same time opening up completely
new opportunities for experts. 
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This volume conceives the expert not as a new phenomenon, but as a
specific type that came to evolve in the late nineteenth century and previ-
ously only existed in a much smaller number of professional fields.3 In the
course of the growing scientification of the economy, society and increas-
ingly also politics since the end of the nineteenth century, the bearers – or
at least the harbingers – of new knowledge immensely gained in signifi-
cance. This was not least due to the fact that under increasingly complex
conditions, policymakers and other responsible persons wanted to back up
their decisions with qualified expert opinions.

By experts we mean professionally qualified individuals who were
recognized as such by their peers and/or by a wider public (see the contri-
bution by Eva Horn in this volume). For this reason, i.e. the strong inter-
dependence between experts and their environments, we refer to ‘expert
cultures’ in the title. The status of the expert is not necessarily fixed;
rather, it is highly dependent on the currently dominant economic, social
and political circumstances.4 Moreover, it is always a result of cultural
ascriptions and communicative negotiations. This means that in examining
experts, the methodological possibilities of a historical research enhanced
by cultural considerations are particularly rewarding. While this complex
interrelation offers heuristic chances, it also means that to a certain degree
we have to accept the ambiguity of the term ‘expert’.

The rise of the expert was, and still is, an international phenomenon.
Internationality often even serves as evidence of the expert status. The
attainment of the status and the activities of experts were also, however,
always to a large degree dependent on and linked to their respective nation
states. It is the fate of the expert to operate somewhere inbetween a univer-
salist understanding of his or her expertise in science and/or technology and
the politically or culturally defined requirements of the state or nation.

Using case studies of particularly telling examples, this volume first of
all strives to reconsider the history of experts in two respects: It examines
the relationship between state, experts and nation, and in doing so tries to
reconsider the historical and political caesurae that shaped Europe in the
nineteenth and particularly the twentieth century. Second, it will take into
consideration a part of the European continent that has so far often not been
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sufficiently considered in the dominant master narratives. This focus is not
primarily intended to ‘complete the picture’, but rather to show that Central
and Eastern Europe in many ways offer highly relevant insights for our
understanding of the interconnections between state, nation and experts.5

Despite the rupture brought about by World War I and the consequent
interruption of exchange between experts and scientists,6 the ensuing na-
tionalization of communication spaces and the expulsion of experts from
the defeated states from professional associations, one can observe a re-
markable increase in professional communication during the interwar
period. In older as well as newly created organizations – for example the
League of Nations – new fora were established that were driven by the
desire to keep up with the ever accelerating pace of technological develop-
ment.7 In this context, we can discern a tense relationship between the
nation states and ‘their’ experts, whose knowledge was on the one hand
generated and proliferated through transnational exchange, but on the other
supposed to serve the progressivist strivings of the national society.

These questions are highly relevant with regard to the newly formed
states of Central Eastern Europe, which in the process of forming and
reorganizing their administrations and institutions desperately needed
expert knowledge and invested significant resources into the training of
new functional elites after World War I. After the breakdown of the dynas-
tic empires, the formation of new states coincided with a phase of rapid
change and high social mobility.8 Especially the exchange of functional
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elites after 1918 deserves attention in this context (see the contribution by
Ingo Loose). 

Quite differently, but at second glance in many ways that paralleled and
built on post-World War I developments, after 1945 Central Eastern Eu-
rope again witnessed a massive elite exchange, this time even more politi-
cally connoted and dominated by direct state intervention. In light of the
knowledge transfer within the ‘Eastern bloc’, but also between the two
blocs, which we assume never ceased entirely, it is important to also in-
clude the period after World War II in our temporal focus.

The term ‘Central Eastern Europe’ in this context refers to a historical
European region that was always open towards its neighbouring regions.9

Its core lies between the cities Prague, Krakow, Lvov and Budapest. It is a
region that – depending on the historical epoch under investigation – ex-
pands or contracts in the eye of the cultural, historical or sociological
observer. For the twentieth century, the following structural characteristics
are particularly relevant for this region:
1. The empires imposed homogenizing structures up to World War I,

which entailed a more or less ‘forced’ internationalization. This phe-
nomenon repeated itself under completely new auspices, but in some
respects in a similar form, after World War II as a consequence of the
Sovietization of the region.

2. Between these two chapters, during the interwar years, a phase of new
state foundations set in during which states attempted to consolidate as
nation states despite significant minority populations.

3. More or less the entire region was extremely exposed to the devasta-
tions and genocidal politics of Nazi Germany between 1939 and 1945.
Timothy Snyder has recently alerted us to the somewhat forgotten fact
that the mass killings of the Germans – but also the Soviets – in the
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1930s and 1940s to a large degree took place in the Eastern parts of
Europe between Germany and Russia: in Belarus, Ukraine, Poland and
the Baltic states.10

4. The specific social stratification and economic outlook with a dominant
landed nobility played an important role. This nobility, however, was
partly able to modernize itself and also to contribute to the moderniza-
tion and industrialization of the region in the nineteenth and early twen-
tieth century. In this process, the Central Eastern European nobility did
not simply replace a non-existing or weakly developed middle class, a
‘lack’ when compared to the Western benchmark in interpretations
informed by the modernization theory that hardly ever focuses on other
elite formations. Rather, the region’s specific and diversified elites of
noble and ‘bourgeois’ provenance came together to negotiate their
interests in a way that spawned compromises between the older elites
and the newly formed and upcoming ones.11

Thus, we explicitly do not want to take up the old trope of an alleged
backwardness of Eastern Europe, which is prevalent in so much of the
older literature on the region.12 Shmuel Eisenstadt’s concept of ‘multiple
modernities’ is a much more fruitful approach in this respect.13 However,
it is also important not to embark on a radically cultural relativist course.
Rather, we must trace individual models of modernization in Central East-
ern Europe. By pointing out the region’s specific modernization experi-
ences – with all their references to current transformation processes – the
still dominant conception that the eastern part of the continent is merely
‘catching up’ to Western levels of development can effectively be dis-
proved. Especially the region’s communication ties to its western as well as
eastern neighbouring regions illustrate its significance in a broader Euro-
pean context.
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union, in: Jahrbücher für Geschichte Osteuropas 25/1 (1977), p. 34-51; MELANIE TATUR,
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In this sense the essays in this volume also contribute to reconsidering
European integration – understood in the wider sense of the word.14 More-
over, in choosing a long-term perspective that bridges the established
political caesurae of wars and system changes, this volume wants to con-
tribute to current attempts to establish a chronological narration more
adequate to the phenomena in question.15 Obviously, when considering a
region that stretches from the Elbe River to the Ural Mountains and cover-
ing some eighty years, many aspects have to be left out. This is particularly
true for the transformations that shaped the region from 1989 on, which
will not be addressed at all. Diverse as the approaches are, there is a set of
common questions guiding all of the case studies in this volume. Three
perspectives are briefly sketched below.

1. Technocratic Thinking and Technological Expertise

The popularity of technocratic solutions was one of the few common fea-
tures of European politics in the interwar period.16 This trend went far
beyond the U.S.A., but was strongly indebted to them. The transfer of
technocratic notions was both intellectual and very practical, carried out
through the intense traffic of expert groups studying preferably U.S.-exam-
ples (see the contribution by Valentina Fava). Technocratic thinking thus
almost necessarily carried connotations of Americanism.17 It appears that
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the term’s success – and ‘transferability’ – was not least due to the fact that
it was both abstract and blurred, as well as strongly connected to the some-
what narrower – and equally successful – concepts of rationalization,
Taylorism and Fordism.18

The well-studied advance of technocratic concepts had a number of
reasons. Such concepts promised to merge the immense scientific and
economic progress with politics, thus also modernizing the state and
reconfiguring the relationship between state and society. In an ideal form,
a technocracy would emerge freed as much of all ideology as of economic
and bureaucratic inefficiencies. However, utopian as such visions remained
throughout, they cannot be confined to mere ideas. Particularly in the wake
of Europe’s political and economic crisis after World War I,19 a techno-
cratic transformation of state and economy promised an alternative model
to the rising tides of Fascism and Communism while leaving the basic
social order intact. Therefore, the nébuleuse réformatrice grew stronger
and spread almost entirely across Western Europe. As Kenneth Bertrams
stresses, referring to earlier findings of Charles S. Maier, technocratic
models favoured a corporatist organization of politics with different forms
of bargaining power. In any case, this corporatism meant the ‘twilight of
sovereignty’, generally involving a weakened parliament and access to
executive power for a new class of experts.

As Bertrams shows, there was not the one Western model. Indeed, there
is good reason to assume that the success of technocratic concepts not only
included the countries of Central Eastern Europe, but was particularly
pronounced in the region after 1918, for specific reasons and with unique
outcomes. Moreover, though popular in parliamentarian democracies,
different currents of technocratic thinking were also an integral part of
dictatorial and totalitarian systems.20 With regard to the region in question,
at least three aspects should be mentioned: 

1. The potential win-win-situation of the state profiting from scientific
and technical expertise and technical experts being raised in their status and
gaining new positions of influence in ‘expert-based system[s]’ (Bertrams)
was even more explicit than in many countries in Western Europe or else-
where. The examples presented in the contributions by Stefan Rohdewald
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and Elisabeth van Meer provide ample evidence for the strong need of the
often newly established and almost always contested states of the region to
prove their legitimacy and to successfully establish and maintain their new
institutions by drawing heavily on technical expertise (see also Loose).
This, on the other hand, opened up immense opportunities for the rising
class of engineers and related technical experts who, due to geography or
more often their national backgrounds, had been in second-rate positions in
the empires that dominated the region before 1918.21 It was on these techni-
cal experts to stage the ‘great leap forward’ which particularly regions
dominated by agriculture and weakly developed industry dreamed of. In
addition, these experts profited from the significant symbolic relevance
technology and science attained for the states in question.22 This also im-
plied the reconfiguration of professional identities, with the engineer as-
suming a key role.23

2. It was also for this reason that in a number of areas the link between
nation and expertise was more pronounced than – generally speaking – in
Western Europe. Nationalizing states such as Czechoslovakia or Poland
bore the burden of heavy political cleavages and conflicts with national
minorities, which were primarily conceptualized as problematic – if not as
outright threats – regardless of whether they actually engaged in subversive
activities against the so-called ‘core nation’, defined in ethno-cultural
terms,24 or not. It thus seemed particularly advisable for these countries to
embark on the allegedly neutral vision of a state organized along techno-
cratic lines. The best-known example is the Sanacja (sanitation, healing,
national cleansing) regime established in Poland in 1926, which already in
its name alluded to the notion of a cure for politics and society through
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‘reasonable’ reform inspired by technocratic models.25 Sanacja meant,
amongst other things, a healthy cleansing and professionalization of the
state apparatus and its infusion with technocratic-managerial ideas. Not
least of all, the appointment of the chemist Ignacy Mościcki as president of
Poland symbolized this. One of the biggest economic projects the Sanacja

regime embarked on was the attempt to build the so-called Central Indus-
trial Region (COP), initiated by the Polish chemist, economist, Deputy
Prime Minister, Minister of the Treasury and builder of the port of Gdynia,
Eugeniusz Kwiatkowski. Its goal was to create a heavy industry centre in
the middle of the country, as far away as possible from any borders, to
strengthen the Polish economy and to reduce unemployment. Its implemen-
tation was accompanied by strong national rhetoric.26 Polish concepts of
combining science, government and new means of communication were
closely related to the earlier American and Czech examples. The transfer of
knowledge therefore functioned by adjusting foreign concepts to the local
conditions of the Second Republic of Poland. Rohdewald shows how the
influential Polish technocratic thinker Tadeusz Dzieduszycki, who at least
for a certain time was close to the regime, heavily drew on the specific
Polish situation of having been ‘colonized’, and after 1918 aspiring to
become a colonizing nation – or at least a significant player in the concert
of powers – itself. Here, the transfer of technology figured as an ideologi-
cal project to achieve hegemony in the region through the re-export of
imported technology and management methods. Technocratic models were
widely seen as the tool to achieve this ambitious goal. Although developed
in close exchange with experts from abroad at international conferences,
such models could thus become heavily nationalized. This was not only
true for Poland, but also, and particularly, for the ‘Czechoslovak model’ of
incorporating Taylorism and Fordism. Czechoslovakia was a forerunner of
technocratic thinking in the region, if not in Europe (see Rohdewald and
van Meer). In her contribution, van Meer stresses the anti-German impetus
of the development of a ‘Czech’ technology and science. The professionali-
zation of technical experts and the development of a national consciousness
thus went hand in hand already in the nineteenth century.
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3. After 1918, ‘scientific management’ was seen as a strategy to develop
the whole region of Central and Eastern Europe and to give the new state
Czechoslovakia both a modern identity (the ‘Yankee of Europe’) and legiti-
macy (see Fava). The combination of technocratic and national rhetoric
proved extremely effective to convince decision makers. Whereas the
loyalty of Italian Fiat experts – whom Fava compares with Škoda experts –
was to their company, Czechoslovak engineers regarded Americanization
and ‘Scientific Management’ as a means of nation building. 

The – at first glance – obvious connection between scientific and eco-
nomic experts and the state was, however, not an easy one. Much more so
than – generally – in Western Europe or the United States, loyalty became
a crucial and highly contested issue in the complicated shift from empire to
independent states, which more often than not did not coincide with nations
in the stricter sense of the word. While the empires, though far from being
tolerant entities, defined their demands for loyalty rather negatively and
passively (the more or less pronounced oppression of emancipatory move-
ments), the new states demanded a more positive and active commitment.
New chances for experts were thus often thwarted by the immense pressure
exerted by the state, and sometimes also by society (see the contribution by
Dagmara Jajeśniak-Quast).27

After the establishment of socialist regimes and planned economies in
most of Central and Eastern Europe – Fava shows this for Czechoslovakia
– the link between technological progress and national ambitions no longer
worked the way it had before the war. The Czechoslovak engineers, who
still travelled to the United States in the late 1940s, were well aware of the
lack of flexibility at home which would no longer allow the transfer of
adapted models. Fordist and Taylorist models now entered Czechoslovakia
– like the other countries in the region – in their Soviet current. Moreover,
they were also caught in the paradoxical effect that haunted the Soviet
Union already before World War II: The Eastern bloc tried to build an
economic system distinct from the West, but implicitly accepted Western
economic modernism as the benchmark to compete with.28

While in an abstract sense technocratic models fell on an almost ideal
ground in the Soviet system, which itself claimed to be based on scientific
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principles and attributed leading roles to engineers, the Soviet Union also
provides an extreme example of technical experts being forced into a corset
of ideological assumptions.29 Under these conditions the technocratic
framework, which at least as a mode of communication proved so effective
in the interwar period, did not work any more. But the clout of technocratic
models also points to the darker side of the relationship between experts
and the state. As Bertrams shows, even for a democracy like Belgium
councils of experts managed to exempt themselves of democratic control
with surprising ease. It thus fits into the picture that technocratic models
played an immensely important role not only in the Soviet Union, but also
in Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy.30

2. Expert Networks between National Loyalty
and Internationalism 

The combination of technocratic and national rhetoric functioned within the
framework of a scientifically driven promise of technological progress.
This combination proved to be extremely effective to convince decision
makers, which can easily be traced e.g. for Poland. The above-mentioned
development of the COP is one example of a rule of economic technocrats
who underscored their efforts in favour of heavy financial investments into
large state-subsidized infrastructure and economic projects with national
and also military-strategic arguments. Clearly, such examples have to be
seen in the context of the extreme popularity of the notion of planning in
the 1920s not only in Europe, but also in the United States. In particular
the experience of World War I, many contemporaries thought, had demon-
strated both the success of planning and the need for even broader and
more efficient planning.31
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Since industrial and economic development was often regarded as a key
element in the success of the project ‘nation state’, these states had high
expectations of the academic institutions and experts they funded. Expertise
was therefore not first and foremost a technical question, but a political
one, including its symbolic dimension as well as its representations. Exper-
tise as common knowledge thereby was and is generated in the framework
of the relationship between science and power, with its own claims of
validity and forms of representation.32 For the period covered in this vol-
ume, expertise and knowledge had become central to questions of national
security, economic development and also identity formation. Knowledge
had always mattered tremendously to states and economic elites, and the
control of expertise remains a central political goal of nation states. It
became one of the duties of all states or state federations, and this holds
true also for the rapidly developing states of Central Eastern Europe after
1918. Since knowledge often masquerades as neutral fact, pretending to be
‘true’, independent knowledge has never been very common.33 

Knowledge is thus, of course, always socially constructed, and so, one
might add, is expertise. Already in 1935 the Polish-Jewish physician and
bacteriologist Ludwik Fleck had stressed this in his by now widely ac-
knowledged book, The Genesis and Development of a Scientific Fact,
which he – perhaps not incidentally – developed in a region also addressed
in this volume: the allegedly peripheral European city of Lvov.34 

The intimate connection between the expert, the state and society also
remained intact in the post-World War II period. This nationalization
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process was perhaps at its height during the Cold War both in the United
States and in the Soviet Union, but its origins certainly date back to the
interwar period.

However, expertise and knowledge in many cases developed as a result
of a close intertwining between knowledge that was generated abroad and
the specific structures of the national settings. The years preceding the
outbreak of World War I were on the one hand a period of consolidation
and expansion of the nation state, and on the other a period in which sci-
ence and expertise expanded into the international arena as never before.35

Due to the legacy of the empires in Central Eastern Europe, many experts
had not received their education and training in their post-1918 ‘home
countries’. Before as well as after 1918, travelling was still an elite privi-
lege. Many experts belonged to these elites and were therefore part of
internal migration processes across the western and the eastern parts of
Europe. In historiography, these processes have so far received less atten-
tion than, for example, transcontinental migrations.36 The experiences these
experts gained abroad (in contrast to a more permanent migration and
remigration, this was also possible for short-term stays with Rockefeller
Foundation grants, for example37) proved to be a great opportunity for
many of the experts since their knowledge, generated in international
exchange, was desperately needed, and they knew how to invest it.

Former scientists like the above-mentioned Kwiatkowski and the presi-
dent of Poland, Mościcki, who in the interwar period turned their scientific
careers into political ones, had also spent a certain time abroad: Mościcki
mainly in Switzerland and Riga, Kwiatkowski in Munich. Many econo-
mists, entrepreneurs and scientists were active in the context of a scientific
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community already before 1918, as Jajeśniak-Quast demonstrates with the
example of the Polish members of the Pan-European Movement.

From this constellation – and this is also taken up by Jajeśniak-Quast,
Loose and Roswitha Reinbothe in this volume – certain tensions between
evolving international expert cultures and the frameworks of the nation
states within which the experts acted arose: The willingness to sacrifice the
interests of science or expertise for the interests of the nation could collide
with the necessity of transnational personal contacts and international
collaboration.38 Experts relied on a complex relationship between national
and international affiliations, which they were well aware of and often
intentionally employed.39 Thus, internationalism, understood as a frame-
work of a universal understanding of knowledge, went hand in hand with
nationalism. Internationalism was not a counterforce to nationalism, but
effectively channelled and facilitated it.40 State structures and institutions,
state subsidies and also state control on a national level were, and still are,
essential factors for experts, since their fields of knowledge production are
often enterprises politically and financially contained within the borders of
the nation state. At the same time, their achievements had to (and still have
to) measure up to international standards. Thus, there is no simple dichot-
omy between national and international space – they are closely intertwined
and overlap, since international space constitutes a space that is inert and
only exists when activated or constructed by actors or experts for
knowledge-generating activities.41

Within this framework of a complex relationship between national and
international affiliations, new relations between experts took shape and new
forms of networks developed mainly due to the new means of communica-
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tion that evolved in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. These networks
served as a base for various transnational movements.42 

Following Patricia Clavin, transnationalism in this context is to be
understood as a means for researching people, the social spaces in which
they interacted, the networks they established and the ideas they ex-
changed.43 Newly emerged expert groups tried to gain status and recogni-
tion through international meetings and congresses and used transnational-
ism as a strategic resource. In Jajeśniak-Quast’s contribution we can ob-
serve that the members of the Pan-European Movement who featured the
universal idea of giving up the nation state in favour of a European union
and a common European market used their international ties to pursue
business goals. Another example for the attempt to gain recognition would
be the international eugenics movement that was present and active also in
Central and Eastern Europe after 1918.44 Public health in general developed
very dynamically in Central and Eastern Europe and offered considerable
chances for the experts in the field – in their home countries as well as in
the international arena.45 

For some of the newly founded networks, English as the new common
language was not without consequence: For example, the International
Research Council (IRC) was established under the auspices of the United
States, and Germany thus lost its leading role in the arena of international
scientific cooperation.46 For newly founded countries in Central Eastern
Europe like Poland and Czechoslovakia that were integrated into the IRC,
this new cooperation created new opportunities. The defeat of the Central
Powers in World War I had also undermined German as an international
scientific language, a topic that Reinbothe elaborates in this volume. The
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boycott of German science at the beginning of the interwar period heralded
the decline of the German language as a means of transnational scientific
communication. As a reaction, many German medical experts cultivated
relations with Russia, for example. This newly formed relationship proved
to be fruitful also in other expert circles like the military, but functioned
only until the 1930s, when growing tensions between German racism and
Soviet-style planning and technocracy cooled this budding exchange.47

The cooperation between Germany and Russia in the interwar period
had been made possible also by a common distrust of the Allies and the
newly emerged states, especially Poland, which had to deal with shifts in
spatial references away from the former imperial powers Germany, Russia
and Austria towards the nation state. Loose shows how Poland managed to
recruit and train new functional elites using the example of the Wielko-
polska region. By focusing on the involved experts, he develops a fresh
view on the history of the newly established Polish administration after the
long period of territorial division. Instead of perceiving this period as a
‘clash of nations’ and a period of Polish-German hostility, Loose is able to
show that the process of exchanging elites and groups of experts was a
gradual one, accompanied by intensive German-Polish communication.
This was possible – and necessary – because the functional systems had to
avoid the loss of their functionality and self-organization.48 With this em-
phasis on agency, intercultural interactions become visible. This again
underlines the close linkage between processes of nationalization and pro-
cesses of transnationalization.49 

It becomes apparent that the national does not necessarily and always
subjugate all other spatial units (as was the case with the Pan-European
Movement), and that expert knowledge challenged this by crossing borders,
establishing networks and pursuing international collaboration. Europe in
the twentieth century therefore seems to be a space characterized by ten-
sions: tensions between nationally coined innovation systems and styles on
the one hand and a process of transnationalization that partly overlays,
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partly undermines those systems on the other.50 In this space the success or
failure of expertise and experts, and the way they put their expertise to-
gether or form styles of their own, was and is highly dependent on the
environment and the circumstances in which they are able to act.51 

This certainly also holds true for the post-World War II period. Even if
the Cold War to a large extent inhibited the international contacts experts
relied on before 1939, and the newly formed states could only function by
maintaining certain functional systems from former times in the political
sphere, the economy or the sciences, the new demands for loyalty exceeded
those of the nation states in the 1920s and 30s.

3. Reconsidering the Iron Curtain:
Experts between East and West after 1945

The end of World War II and the beginning of the Cold War changed the
global framework in which experts acted. On the one hand, the former
allies launched an ‘experts race’ hiring German scientists. In this competi-
tion, the victorious powers of World War II ignored the Nazi pasts of the
experts they recruited more or less of their own free wills. On the other
hand, the Soviet Union and the Western Allies contended for spheres of
influence in Europe and used their own expertise, scientific methods and
managerial knowhow as instruments of power.52

A considerable amount of literature has been published on former Nazis
in the service of the Western Allies.53 These studies highlight the Western
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democracies’ Machiavellian approach in employing outstanding former
Nazi scientists such as Wernher von Braun in the United States, where at
the same time purportedly leftist scientists such as Robert Oppenheimer
were persecuted in the McCarthy era.54 

Christoph Mick draws our attention to the other side of the Iron Cur-
tain, i.e. to the approximately 3,000 German scientists who were deported
to the Soviet Union from 1945 to 1947.55 Analysing autobiographical and
archival material, he points out that many experts who had defined them-
selves as apolitical and thereby justified their loyalty to Nazi Germany
could not transfer this strategy of self-legitimization to the Soviet context.
The work conditions were too different from what the German scientists
were used to, which eventually prompted them to at least passively resist.
Their isolation even from Soviet research resulted in a process of rapid
professional dequalification. Mick stresses the fact that ‘even totalitarian
dictatorships cannot simply force experts to be creative’ (p. 197) and finds
that the transfer of knowledge from Nazi Germany to the Stalinist Soviet
Union after World War II failed to a large degree.56 

Sari Autio-Sarasmo identifies mental barriers as another obstacle to
technology transfer to the Soviet Union: The import of ‘capitalist’ technol-
ogy created an ideological problem because it clashed with the idea of the
superiority of the socialist system.57 This obstacle was surmountable,
however, as she shows in her case study on the cooperation of Siemens and
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other West German enterprises with the Soviet Union in the Khrushchev
era.

The Cold War years may have been the period of the most intense flux
of expertise from east to west – not across the Iron Curtain, but from the
Soviet Union to the countries of Eastern and Central Eastern Europe. Both
superpowers tried to impose their respective political, economic and social
systems in their spheres of influence in postwar Europe.58 Thus, the Soviet
Union used forced knowledge transfer to exercise power in its new satel-
lites in Central Eastern Europe.59 

Pál Germuska exemplifies this in a detailed account of the Sovietization
of the Hungarian military industry in the 1950s, when Soviet advisers
organized and supervised the transfer of arms technology and production
models. The export of second-rate technology and the forced adoption of
Soviet norms served the political end of subordinating Hungary to the ‘big
brother’ in the East while, from a technological and economic point of
view, it meant a dramatic backlash for Hungary.

What Germuska analyses in his case study also applies more generally
to the entire region. The Soviet Union enforced the reorganization of
higher education in Central Eastern Europe according to its own model60 as
well as the adoption of GOST standards instead of those technical norms
which had been common up to that point, and continued to be used in
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Western Europe.61 It founded COMECON and other specialized interna-
tional organizations for the technological and economical cooperation
between the socialist countries (e. g. the Joint Institute for Nuclear Re-
search, Intersputnik and Interelektro).62 

Taking into account that the working language in these organizations
was Russian and that travelling to capitalist countries was subject to strong
restrictions, the existence of these organizations resulted in the isolation of
socialist experts and the decoupling of a ‘socialist sphere of knowledge’
from the rest of the world. The culmination of this kind of forced knowl-
edge transfer – even if outdated or wrong – was the rapid spread of Trofim
Lysenko’s neo-Lamarckian biology in Central European academia after
1945, and its even faster disappearance after Lysenko lost support in the
Soviet Union.63 Another striking example of Central Eastern Europe’s
involuntary isolation was Stalin’s refusal to let Czechoslovakia try to bene-
fit from the Marshall Plan.64 Finally, the early postwar years witnessed an
elite exchange in the fields of technology and economy, even if the rupture
was not as radical as among political elites.65
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The Iron Curtain was not, however, impenetrable. In recent years,
interest in East-West-contacts during the Cold War, which always existed
despite political rhetoric and embargo strategies such as the CoCom control
lists, has increased.66 These contacts were moreover not limited to ‘soft’
areas such as culture and sports.67 The socialist countries also participated
in the United Nations, its specialized agencies and other international
professional and expert organizations. In her case study, Małgorzata
Mazurek examines the impact of the international contacts of the Polish
consumer movement in the late Communist period. Originally there was a
division between the group of loyal state experts on consumption issues,
which was considered to be apolitical and therefore allowed to internation-
ally cooperate, and activists for consumer rights close to the Solidarność

movement. Mazurek shows, however, that the shortcomings of the planned
economy led to the politicization of both legal and semi- or illegal expertise
on consumer issues. As a result, initially apolitical consumerism developed
into a powerful oppositional branch in the People’s Republic of Poland.

The transnational collaboration beyond the Iron Curtain that Mazurek
illustrates for the field of consumerism shows that the superpowers shared
common ground even in the era of strongest confrontation. In the bipolar
world of the Cold War, the enemy always remained predictable since it
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defended its interests rationally.68 It was not only the experts in the secret
services who relied on game theory to explain the enemy’s behaviour, but
in general the experts and scientists who advised the governments on both
sides of the Iron Curtain along the lines of rational choice theories, and in
this way impelled political leaders to act rationally. In other words: On the
one hand experts intensified the confrontation by constructing atomic
bombs, sending Sputnik into orbit or Eagle to the moon, but on the other
spoke a common language beyond the Cold War rhetoric, which allowed
them to collaborate in space missions beginning in the 1970s or to negotiate
treaties on nuclear non-proliferation and arms control.69

The existence of these transnational expert networks during the Cold
War and their common ideological backgrounds involving notions of ‘mo-
dernity’ was one of the main reasons why the Central Eastern European
countries were able to transform into democratic states and knowledge
societies so quickly and successfully after 1989.




